Progressive Labor Party Says: Liberal Politics and Revisionist Anti-Imperialism On Vietnam

The Progressive Labor Party, a socialist organization, has expressed concern about U.S. imperialist policies in Vietnam. The party highlights the importance of understanding the historical and political context of the Vietnam War. The party calls for a return to socialist values and the reevaluation of capitalist politics and revisionism. The party also emphasizes the need for international solidarity and cooperation in the struggle against imperialism.

SUPPORT FOR NRP Candidates Can Stem Rocky's Anti-Union Laws

At this writing (Jan. 3), the strike by Long Island Railroad workers is entering its sixth week. Calls are going out from liberal Senator Javits (a Rockefeller front man) for a "regional" strike-breaking law. (Good old "pro-labor" Jack says the Taffy-tasters mean "their demands are not valid" since they only cover workouts that affect the "subway".) Long Island workers are in the same fix. They're locked out by the Long Island LIRR. The LIRR is distributing back the bosses' demand to the workers so that they submit to compulsory arbitration.

ALL THE RULES' MEDIA TRIES TO PIT THE WORKERS AGAINST THE RACIST ARMS MANUFACTURERS, THE LEGISLATIVE UNION, and the capitalism. (In the meantime, if the workers' demands for pay parity with the operating engineers is not met, they will go on strike.)

This kind of bosses' propaganda sets the stage for propose a new program for the Long Island LIRR workers if the workers' demands for pay parity with the operating engineers is not met, they will go on strike. (In the meantime, if the workers' demands for pay parity with the operating engineers is not met, they will go on strike.)

The LIRR strike has two sides—workers and bosses. Which side do we choose? (The bosses' demands for pay parity with the operating engineers is not met, they will go on strike.)

And IT'S IN ALL OF US WORKING-CLASS INTERESTS that the LIRR workers NOT submit to compulsory arbitration, which would help pave the way for its use against ALL workers.

And for all workers suffering under the Nixon wage freeze, it's in our interest that the LIRR strikers smash it.
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